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after Stanley Kunitz

It was an only
child’s game: the spongy
egg of the football,
worn already in
the spots on which
my fingers gripped it, 
thrown into the air,
chased across the grass
and caught with a leap
or a dive, or, as I
stumbled heroically,
plucked from my sneakers’
grass-stained laces.
I knew just how high
and far I could throw it
and still chase it down,
knew how to run
with my chin in the air,
tracking the wobbling
ball, how to ease up
then burst forward
to heighten the drama.
A catch, a spin, I stumble
and fall. Second down.
This time, the ball
is pitched wide, a sprint
to the sideline, and, as I
leap into the pine’s shadow
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the end zone is, I call
the name of the player
I’m pretending. I, my own
hero, my own calling
crowd, my own opponent
reaching to pull me down.
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You Fell Forward on Both Knees

not in genuflection, no, not
some unexpected return
to your inherited Catholicism:
you fell, pitched from the lip of an uneven
sidewalk, and skidded on all fours,
your head hanging. You looked
for a moment like a woman in pursuit
of a fallen button, which must be
a kind of prayer itself: a belief
that a lost thing might be recovered, might
signal to the one who seeks it
by casting back a little light
from a shadowed corner.
But whatever god’s name
you grunted in the sidewalk’s ear
was not an invocation
but a curse, and if we prayed,
it was the hard prayer of attention
to the ugly world: your bloody
shins, the mosaics of grit
below your kneecaps,
the mockingbird
that went on singing. You sat
atop a low retaining wall and offered
me your knees, and I knelt,
and, taking each calf
in turn into my hands,
whispered cures to your open wounds.
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noon Bus in a Heat Wave

His son
wears the same
thick glasses
he wears

and calls
upon his father
to name
each car

that passes
the wide windows:
Dad, what’s that
one, that

one, that one.
Leaving the
boy with his
mother, the man

works his way
to the front
of the bus, one seat
at a time.

In his left hand
is a styrofoam cup,
lid pierced
by a mangled straw,
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and in his right
an instant
lottery scratch-off
ticket, which

he gouges
with the nail
of his right thumb,
such that

his hand twists
into a sort of claw
as he leans tight
over the ticket

each time he sits,
each station
of his progress
to the front of the bus.

He looks
the other riders
in their faces,
and they look

away, let their
gazes drift
to the high apartments
bordering the park,

to the thin
brown-skinned
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swimmers
returning from the pool.

Dad, the boy
says, that car
looks weird.
Dad, look.

The man looks back, and
then ahead. The lottery
ticket softens
in his damp hand.
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